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Protocol EngineeringSpringer, 2012

	Communication protocols form the operational basis of computer networks and telecommunication systems. They are behavior conventions that describe how communication systems interact with each other, defining the temporal order of the interactions and the formats of the data units exchanged – essentially they determine the...
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VMware VI and vSphere SDK: Managing the VMware Infrastructure and vSpherePrentice Hall, 2009
Virtualization is not a new concept, but it is changing the computing industry in a profound way. Server virtualization is now #1 on enterprises’ budget lists. According to analysts, it will continue to be the highest impact trend, changing infrastructure and operations through 2012.

Virtualization became popular for two reasons....
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Learning System Center App ControllerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, implement, and manage System Center App Controller


	About This Book

	
		Manage application services using System center App controller
	
		Move Virtual Machines from on-premises to Microsoft Azure Cloud, Managing Private Cloud, and Public Microsoft Azure Cloud
	
		Step-by-step...
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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Get the most out of your Mac with this comprehensive guide


	Macs For Dummies, 13th Edition is the ultimate guide to your Mac, fully updated to include information about the latest updates. The book walks you through troubleshooting, syncing mobile devices, integrating Windows, and more, so you can take...
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Accelerating Development Velocity Using Docker: Docker Across MicroservicesApress, 2018

	
		Discover how a software engineer can leverage Docker in order to expedite development velocity. This book focuses on the fundamental concepts this program is built upon and explores how it can help you get your services up and running inside Docker containers. You'll also review tips on how to debug microservices applications...
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Modeling Software with Finite State Machines: A Practical ApproachAuerbach Publications, 2006
This book discusses a topic that is among the central questions of software development. Therefore, we must position ourselves in that area to justify our right to express our opinion on that topic. Saying “we” implies at least one person in the co-author group. We have worked for several years in software development using various...
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Hackers: Heroes of the Computer RevolutionDelta, 1985
Steven Levy's classic book explains why the misuse of the word  "hackers" to describe computer criminals does a terrible  disservice to many important shapers of the digital revolution. Levy  follows members of an MIT model railroad club--a group of brilliant  budding electrical engineers and computer innovators--from the late  1950s to...
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Inhabited Information Spaces: Living with your DataSpringer, 2004
In this book you will find some examples of work in particular from the Inhabited Information Spaces Grouping. It is interesting to see how some of these ideas are still “futuristic” and others have started to become part of mainstream thinking and made their way into products.
 
 Some people say that you can find...
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Challenges for Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
In the year 1900 at the International Congress of Mathematicians in Paris David Hilbert delivered what is now considered the most important talk ever given in the history of mathematics. In this talk Hilbert outlined his philosophy of mathematics and proposed 23 major problems worth working at in future. Some of these problems were in fact more...
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Minds, Machines, and the Multiverse: The Quest for the Quantum ComputerSimon & Schuster, 2000
Just how smart can computers get? Science journalist Julian  Brown takes a hard look at the spooky world of quantum computation in  Minds, Machines, and the Multiverse--and his report is  optimistic. Based in large part on the groundbreaking work of David  Deutsch, the book mostly sidesteps the shouting matches of the AI  debate and...
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Big Data GlossaryO'Reilly, 2011

	
		To help you navigate the large number of new data tools available, this guide describes 60 of the most recent innovations, from NoSQL databases and MapReduce approaches to machine learning and visualization tools. Descriptions are based on first-hand experience with these tools in a production environment.

	
		This handy...
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Implementing Splunk - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	A comprehensive guide to help you transform Big Data into valuable business insights with Splunk 6.2


	About This Book

	
		Learn to search, configure, and deploy Splunk on one or more machines
	
		Start working with Splunk fast, with a tested set of practical examples and useful advice
	...
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